KUBU RATTAN - CIREBON INDONESIA
Information sheet.
Our kubu rattan range is custom made by Fair Trade artisans, located in the Cirebon region on
the island of Java, Indonesia.
Kubu is a technique where the harvested rattan is submerged in a pond of mud and leaves for
about four weeks - before drying and hand weaving the baskets. It’s a natural treatment against
woodworm and other bugs; the rattan changes colour to earthy pale greys. The rattan also
changes tone depending on the sunlight giving the product a unique presence when in the
home or garden.
There may be small variations in the finished product due to it being a harvested cane. The artisans do a great job in keeping consistency nonetheless, its truly great skill.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS
We recommend that the end user give the rattan a spray down (garden hose or like) before use to remove any lasting debris from transport.
POT SIZES
Pots come in all manner of sizes and standardization is something that does not happen - unless
it is at a brand level. It’s a garden and home person’s dilemma.
In establishing our “Fair Go” size guide, it made sense to use commonly found pots at the major
garden centres. The product brand we used to obtain sizing - is Ryko, which is the main pot
brand that can be found at Bunnings.
When we refer to a size of 250, we mean it has been labelled as a 250mm pot with the approximate size of 250mm in diameter and/or height. Larger pots tend to be shorter in height relative
to it’s diameter.
** ALL SIZES ARE INTERNAL MEASUREMENTS
Kubu Rattan - Flared Pot Plant Covers Round - Set of 4, Nested
Our code: 2793
Dia=20 H=18cm, Pot size = 180
Dia=28 H=24cm, Pot size = 250
Dia=38 H=28cm, Pot size = 300
Dia=48 H=36cm, Pot size = 430
Kubu Rattan - Round Baskets - Set of 3, Nested
Our code: 2783
Dia=26 H=20cm, Pot size = 200
Dia=35 H=30cm, Pot size = 300
Dia=45 H=40cm Pot size = 450

